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1. Introduction

The topic of this paper can be divided into two areas of research, the first area investigates vari-

ous collaborative tools that use computer network systems. The second is finding the meaning of 

the interaction paradigm of a collaboratively  generated shared sonic environment. For these, one 

categorizes network sound systems based on three different characteristics.1   First, local com-

puter network system- a few locally connected computers, being used for an improvisation per-

formance. Second, virtual instruments on the web-the creation of community-oriented shared 

virtual environments, where the user  can join and leave, supporting collaborative ongoing sonic 

performance. These projects focus is on creating a more diverse and distributed Internet collabo-

ration. These projects are not oriented towards time-limited event scenarios. Previous musical 

knowledge is not required. Third, a remote music performance system (telepresence)- used in 

organized events for a group of multiple remote performer/users, displayed in a space, impro-

vising and interacting synchronously with a set of musical instruments (or virtual musical in-

struments). The idea of presenting performances that include one or more performers at remote 

sites located anywhere in the world, participating in an event taking place in front of live audi-

ences during fixed periods of time.

2. Local Computer Network System

The origins of computer network music dates back to the late 1970s with early  experimental per-

formances in California by  the League of Automatic Music Composers.2  ‘The Hub’ band in the 

late 1980s did histrocal performances that electronically coordinated the activity of their individ-

ual systems through a central microcomputer. All members in this group were all designers and 

builders of their own hardware and software instruments.  Up  until the early 1990s, systems for 

musical collaboration using computers were always based on a local network.

2-1. The Hub3 

The pioneering network band, The Hub, consisted of Chris Brown, John Bischoff, Scot 

Gresham-Lancaster, Tim Perkis, Phil Stone and Mark Trayle. They performed live interactive 

compositions that involved exchanging information through a star network(local network) with a 

central hub. Members would propose a network protocol for a piece that would then be imple-

mented by each member on their individual computers. The Hub’s network consisted of a small 

2

1In his article, ‘Displaced Soundscapes: A Survey of Network Systems for Music and Sonic Art” (LEONARDO MUSIC JOUR-
NAL, vol13, pp53-59, 2003), Alvaro Bardosa categorizes four different  network sound systems.

2ibid. p53

3http://www.artifact.com/hub.html



computer dedicated to passing messages between players. It serves as a common memory, keep-

ing information about each player's activity that is accessible to the other player’s computers. 

Tim Perkis said the aesthetic informing their work is perhaps counter to other trends in computer 

music: instead of attempting to gain more complete control over every aspect  of the music, they 

seek more surprise through the lively  and unpredictable response of these systems, and hope to 

encourage an active response to the general trend to try to eliminate the imperfect human per-

former, They try to use the electronic tools available to enhance the social aspect of music mak-

ing. 4

3. Collective Creation System/On-line Improvisation 

Composition can be approached through a community  perspective, since the Internet makes it 

possible to create systems available to large communities of anonymous users. There are a few 

interesting virtual instrument tools on-line based on this communal approch.

3-1. Cathedral5 

 

Cathedral was one of the first interactive works of music and art created specifically for Internet 

in June 10, 1997. It is consiste of three elements: acoustic, live webcasts, and new virtual instru-

ments called Chaos, the Sound Pool, and the PitchWeb.6  

First, the acoustic works are being incorporated into the site in a series of live webcasts. These 

are heard using a RealAudio plug-in. When it is completed, Cathedral will include thirty-two 

electronic works for the Web; twelve chamber works, some incorporating one or more of the 

virtual instruments; five orchestral pieces, one of which is for Javanese gamelan orchestra; plus 

numerous pieces of incidental web music and on-line performances by the Cathedral Band.  

Second, live event pieces created by users in Cathedral were broadcast on-line. Rooms within the 

site were also being developed for real-time listener contributions that  will be mixed into the per-

formance space. During a live webcast, the web audience can choose to listen to the concert, play 

along on a virtual instrument, or visit other parts of the site.

Third, virtual music is music written specifically for the Web; it exists as either sound files or 

MIDI files, both of which are streamed to the site and heard real-time using one of the Shock-

3

4Tim Perkis, The hub album cover 1989

5http://www.monroestreet.com/Cathedral 

6http://www.monroestreet.com/Cathedral/faqs_fs.html



wave, Beatnik, or QuickTime plug-ins. The intention is to offer each visitor the ability  to create 

their own unique musical experience, from listener, to contributor, to active performer. 

Cathedral deviates from the traditional concert model - where audiences attend a scheduled per-

formance at a fixed place and time - in that the venue, time and location of performance, and 

even the performers themselves (both live and virtual) are variables. Time, for example, is no 

longer a factor in a piece of music that is always available; that has no beginning, middle, or end; 

and that no two people listen to in the same order, or for the same length of time. For listeners on 

the web, the effect is individual, and more like exploring an art gallery than attending an opera.7 

Several components of the site allow the web audience to interact  with Cathedral, further blur-

ring the distinction between composer, performer, and listener.

3-2. TransJam8 

TransJam is a new Java based server requires users to download a java program to their com-

puter that allows them to ‘jam’ together, or play  games together, over the Internet. The Java 

server runs on the same computer as the HTTP web server. Clients (Users) log in to the server 

and communicate using TCP/IP sockets. The client  programs are written in Java and can be run 

in a web page as an Applet. This allows interaction between multiple people who are accessing 

web sites on the same machine. For an example software by  the TransJam is the WebDrum.9  It  is 

a Java drummachine program that can be shared by several people over the Internet. People can 

chat with other people while editing drum patterns and listening to music that you create to-

gether. No musical experience is necessary. The WebDrumI-II require the JSyn audio plugin. 

This project allows synchronous peer to peer interaction between several users.

Fig 1. TransJam’s Client/Server model, Virtual instrument/ Remote collaborative performance

4

7ibid.

8http://www.transjam.com/webdrum/

9TransJam had two different versions of a java program, WebDrum I and WebDrum II.



3-3. FMOL (Faust Music On-line)10

In 1997, Sergi Jorda developed an on-line collective music creation system that was supported by 

the Catalan theater company La Fura dels Baus. The system allows the participation of Internet 

users in the creation of musical piece that were included later in the play F@ust 3.0, freely  in-

spired by Goethe’s work.11  The original system followed a client/server model, allowing com-

posers, using the Faust Music On-line software, to log into a central web based server to down-

load and upload pieces stored in a song tree structure database.

Carols and Sergi said in their FMOL site, "We don't want MIDI music. We don't want notes, we 

want sound. We don't  want keyboardists, we want sound sculptors. We won't demand the com-

posers more gear that an Internet connection and a 100$ multimedia soundcard. The music will 

be composed in real-time with the mouse, and new composers will be able to modify, process or 

distort previous compositions,"12 also said, "I want part of the music of the show to be composed 

through the Internet by cyber composers around the world."13 

The way that it works is composers or users begin to collaborate, forming a virtual family which 

communicates every night, exchanging sounds, creating music collectively, without knowing 

each other. 

The rule of this interactivity  is "everything is allowed if the raw material is FMOL". The users 

can log in to their server and download sounds sources or previously composed pieces. Then 

they  start to cut, paste, overdub and process their favorite fragments, composing totally  new and 

longer pieces, and upload them to their tree style database. 14 

An additional experimental that reflects the potential of ‘multi-user remote performance’ over the 

Internet took place during the 2001 Net workshop festival in Dresden, Germany when several 

collaborative on-line concerts. FMOL Virtual Music Instrument were presented between Dresden 

and Barcelona.This project is categorized in the remote collaborate system.

5

10http://www.iua.upf.es/~sergi/FMOL/

11Alvaro Bardosa, p56

12http://teatredigital.fib.upc.es/dq/eng/opera_web/fmol/historia.htm

13ibid.

14This model of musical composition bears similarities to the current practice of open source software creation (contribution) 



3-4. PSOs15  

The Public Sound Objects (PSOs) is a preliminary experimental project, currently being devel-

oped in the Music Technology Group of the Pompeu Fabra University. It  addresses the topic 

Internet based Collaborative Virtual Environments focused on sonic arts and music creation. In 

order to start performing together with other cybernates in a web based Shared Sonic Environ-

ment using a local "Bouncing Ball Skin" (Fig2) and manipulating Sound Objects in our central 

Web Synthesizer.16 

 

Fig 2. The web interface of PSOs

 
Fig 3. Several remote clients can simultaneously manipulate sound objects from the central server.
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15http://www.iua.upf.es/~abarbosa/

16ibid.



3-5. Other Interesting Projects

Balldroppings by Josh Nimoy,17 Phonography site,18  Atau Tanaka’s MP3Q19  are other examples 

of virtual instruments.

4. Remote Collaborative Performance System

Experimental telepresence is collaboration between simultaneous events over the Internet. The 

idea of presenting performances is one or more performers at remote sites located anywhere in 

the world, participating in events taking place in front of live audiences during fixed periods of 

time using local high speed computer networks and sensor technology.20  

4-1. Sensorband21

The sensor band is a trio musician using interactive technology: Gestural interface-ultrasound, 

infrared, and bio-electric sensors as their musical instruments. The sensor band concert were 

based on synchronous collaboration using a peer to peer model (ISDN connections) between 

several performers.22 

    

Another approach of interactive remote sound system by Atau Tanaka is Location Sensitive 

Audio Re-streaming project. Based on where the users is located they can hear different sound 

samples streamed to a PDA they  are carrying.(Fig 4)

7

17The users can download a interactive program and modulate different parameter to control pitches and timbers.

18http://radiantslab.com/musiek/phonography/

19His on-line sound space that streams multiple channels of MP3s from different server. The users can manipulate these MP3 
sources by using a 3D cube to accurate a graphic representation of the system’s current behavior, 
http://www.sensorband.com/atau/

20Alvaro Barbosa, p56

21http://www.sensorband.com/projects.html

22Global String at As Electronica 2002, http://sensorband.com/atau/globalstring/index2.html 



Fig 4. Atau Tanaka’s Location Sensitive Audio Re-streaming project

4-2. Tele-Collaborative Synthesis System by Hyunjoo Oh

Distributed computing is a form of computing that allows for the creation of massive parallel 

processor computers. The individual user installs a client  software program, that will receive 

over the internet a small part of a much larger problem, which it will then compute while the user 

is away from their computer. Famous examples of this would be the SETI@HOME research for 

extra terrestrial life program or for calculating the next largest  prime number. 

For this project, I explored the idea of massive parallel processing by  multiple users: the Tele-

Collaborative Synthesis System. It is possible by using MAX objects called, ‘netsend/netreceive’ 

and ‘Open Sound Control.’ They are a protocol for communication among computers, sound 

synthesizers, and other multimedia devices that is optimized for modern networking technology. 

I create two kinds of MAX patches. One is a server (Fig 5-1, Fig 5-2)and the other is client(Fig 

6) side program. The users can download the client patch, change its parameter, and then a server 

computer that runs a server side patch synthesizes my Granular MAX Patch through the internet. 

8



This project allows many participants to play their client patch on their own machine and can be 

happened in geographically different locations. (i.e. Chicago to New York) Sound is transmitted 

along an Internet path in the from of small-sized packets of audio samples emitted at regular in-

tervals.

A company called Dynamic DNS Service that allows the my server computer to alias a dynamic 

IP address to a static hostname in any  of the many domains. The hostname that I am using is 

‘****** .dnsalias.org’ and along with a specific set of port numbers. The port number can be 

open when the user connects to my server computer.

In this example only netsend / netreceive are used but many other programs are capable of 

opening TCP/IP network sockets  and could be used as well. The only one port number can be 

open at the time in my patches. Ideally, several clients can connect to one netreceive or to differ-

ent netreceives as long as they  listen on different ports.

Fig 5-1. Net Sound System

9



Fig 5-2. NetSend

Fig 6. NetRecieve

5. Is Time Delay A Problem or Interesting Result?

When a wave recalculates between two endpoints/hosts(ping) network delay always occurs. 

Network delay is an element that people who play with an on-line based sonic environment are 

faced with. But, Atau Tanaka said an interview with Golo Follmer:

 I find Internet time delay rather interesting and I think of it as a kind 

 of unique acoustic of this media...Rather than to play existing music 

 on this new time basis, what is interesting to me is trying to find 

 musical language that works on this time axis......23

In case of the group, SoundWire,(Sound Waves on the Internet from Real-time Echoes) has been 

researching for a few years to analyze the network behavior and its influence in acoustic 

communication.24 They have been interested in both network delay and its solutions. For exam-

ple, an electronic cello was played in Dallas, accompanied by  its own reverberation that streamed 

in real time to and from an empty hall at  Stanford. The sound and interaction with remote acous-

10

23Alvaro Barbosa, p53

24 Chris Chafe, Scott Wilson, Daniel Walling, “Physical Model Synthesis with Application to internet acoustics,” Stanford Uni-
versity, California 1994



tics was great, even if two channels were not enough for a fully immersive feel. The delay  was 

cathedral-like and far too long for fast rhythmic music.25 

Currently, they have two areas of research: streaming professional-quality audio to remote desti-

nations using next-generation Internet  (i.e. Internet II ), and developing practical, intuitive 

methods for assessment of network reliability.  Currently, digital audio streaming across the 

internet is compromised by restricted bandwidth and buffering of audio data to safeguard against 

network irregularities. The results are signal compression and potentially long delay  times.26  

They  eventually got professional quality  audio streaming by using ‘next  generation’ networks  

which allow for uncompressed linear sampling or multiple channels to be streamed over long 

distances.

            

Fig 7. A diagram of SoundWIRE project 27

6. Conclusion

In a network system, there are three different kinds of network sound system: local computer 

network system, virtual instrument system, and remote collaborate system. The meaning of the 

interaction paradigm of a collaboratively generated shared sonic environment is making the dis-

tinction between composer, performer, and audience blurry  and changing the structure of  music 

composition geographically. This phenomena of on-line improvisation in the shared sonic envi-

ronment that represents the artistic gesture of impacting  not just  artist’s presence but also human 

coexistence, bridges the analog/digital and online/offline, creates outstanding sonic software, and 

enhances accessibility of technological- musical infrastructure.

11
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26 http://ccrma.stanford.edu/groups/soundwire/harp/harp.jpg
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